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MASSETIC: UNLOCK THE TRUE VALUE OF SAP EAM
SAP-certified add-on Solution Suite for Asset Intensive Organizations

Massetic suite of solutions is helping asset-intensive organizations who use SAP EAM for their plant maintenance achieve 
increased uptime of assets, reduced turnaround duration, and increased wrench time while keeping maintenance costs 
significantly low. Massetic is a set of three different mobile and portal SAP add-on solutions designed specifically for SAP 
customers. The portal solutions leverage the power of Fiori architecture to give users an intuitive and seamless experience 
in managing the maintenance processes.

Massetic STOP4

STOP4 is a unique SAP-based 
seamless planning, execution, 
and reporting solution for 
Shutdown and Turnaround 
management.  A complete, 
comprehensive, powerful, and 
easy-to-use solution, it supports 
the plant maintenance team to 
manage Shutdown / Turnaround 
processes within the planned 
duration and cost while not 
compromising on the scope.

Massetic MOAST4 

MOAST4 is an enterprise-class, 
modern mobile solution for SAP 
EAM users. It has an intuitive 
user interface, powerful offline 
capabilities, built-in device 
monitoring features, 
barcode/RFID support, and 
camera integration. MOAST4 can 
be easily customized for 
organizational-specific 
processes. In addition, it 
integrates seamlessly with SAP 
and third-party solutions.

Massetic SEAM4

Massetic SEAM4 is an SAP-based 
seamless planning board to 
support the plant maintenance 
team. SEAM4 assists planners by 
effectively collating real-time 
information in simple ways for 
consumption and thus taking 
informed, appropriate and timely 
actions. As a result, the solution 
helps in higher asset uptime, 
increased technician productivity, 
and reduced MTTR.

www.massetic.comwww.maventic.com www.maventax.in



Fiori Architecture for unique and 
powerful solutions

Massetic suite is built within SAP leveraging SAP 
Fiori architecture. It is designed for SAP ECC and 
S/4HANA and seamlessly works with your 
existing SAP configurations, be it SAP HR, EHS, 
PM, PS. It easily integrates with third-party 
solutions like content management solutions. The 
architecture ensures that there is no duplication 
of data, processes, and workflows. It also 
eliminates the need for costly and cumbersome 
integration between SAP and third-party planning 
solutions. It enables users to act at the moment 
with trustworthy real-time information from SAP.
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Architecture & Value Proposition

Simple and 
Proven

SAP Fiori 
Architecture

Powerful Mobile 
Solution

Embedded 
Intelligence

Fast ROI

Massetic Value Propositions

Founded in 2006 by ex SAP solution architects, Maventic is a 250+ consultants SAP services and niche solutions 
company. Maventic solutions are deployed at multiple SAP customers in the area of Asset Maintenance, warehouse 
management, distribution, track & trace,  service management etc.
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